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PIOUS TOURISM:
SEPTEMBER 26, 1977

THE GAINS IN SPAIN
JOHN M. KRUMM

As a travel-hooked ecclesiastic, I was
drawn immediately and inevitably to the possibilities of a Literary Club paper on the famed pilgrimages to Santiago de Composte1a in Spain, when
I made a visit there in the summer of 1976. Everyone knows how large a part tourism plays in the
present economy of many countries of our world,
but I am not sure how many understand that nearly
1,000 years ago the Church had already grasped that
point and was promoting what might be called "pious
tourism" as a way not only of edifying the faithful and building up their spiritua1 . lives, but also
of gratifying the Church establishment and increasing its revenues.
From earliest times, of course, Christianity,
being an historically based religion, created an
abiding interest among its adherents in those places
on the earth's surface which had played an important
part in the sacred history. Jerusalem was a natural
-- even inevitable -- center of devotion. Although
the Gentile churches founded by the preaching of
St. Paul soon eclipsed the Jerusalem Church in
numbers and influence, the first Christian Church
over which the Lord's own brother, James, had presided as a kind of new High Priest like Aaron,
retained an undiminishable aura and fascination.
The sack of Jerusalem in 70 a.d. left some at
least of the city more or less intact, and many
scholars believed that Christians returned to
Jerusalem and took up residence largely in the
southwest corner of the city. Here from very
early times the upper room of the Last Supper had
been identified, and on its site was later erected
the So-cnl l ed Upper Church of Zion which the early
Church historian, Eusebius, saw on a visit there
in the first part of the fourth century.
One of the problems always created by
pious tourism is that of the authenticity of re1i-
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gious sites and locations. It is an annoying problem
for the Christian tourist in Jerusalem today, and
he is confronted by innumerable absurdities, such
as identifying the well where St. Anne, the mother
of St. Mary the Virgin, did her washing. But
tradition in the absence of contravening evidence
is entitled to carry some weight, and the location of some of the holy places in Jerusalem, beginning with the discovery during Constantine's
reign of the tomb from which Christ arose from
the dead, is supported by an almost continuous
tradition from earliest times. Constantine and
his mother, the Empress Helena, may have been said
to have established the pilgrimage to Jerusalem
as a major mark of Christian piety by their
archaeological enthusiasm -- an enthusiasm not
always matched by what we would call scientific
precision and scholarly caution. Nevertheless,
with the prestige of the Imperial House attaching to the identification of holy sites, pilgrimages
to the Holy Land from the fourth century until the
time when the Muslim Turks invaded the whole Palestinian area in the 7th century, became an accepted
part of a serious Christian's life ambition. Cultivated scholars like Jerome moved permanently to
Palestine, finding the discomforts and the absence
of the amenities of the great cities of Rome and
Byzantium a positive aid to the kind of austerity
that marked the Christian counter-culture of the
post-Constantinian empire. Pious tourism in its
most characteristic expressions knew nothing of
de-luxe hotels or four star restaurants. Not unnaturally the very rigors of the journey and of
the pilgrimage sites seemed to heighten the edifying effect and suggested a sharing of t.he pover'~y
and simplicity of the Lord himself and his earliest
followers that seemed altogether appropriate.
After the Muslim invasions of Palest~ne
in the 7th century, Christian pilgrimages to t.hat
area became far too dangerous. For western Europeans, Rome became one widely accepted subst itute.
It was of course, the seat of the Ho~y Father, the
Pope; the city of the two greatest Christian martyrs,
Peter and Paul; filled with memories of the sted:
fast early Roman Christians like Lawrence, Cecil~a,
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Agnes, Sebastian, Susanna and many others who suffered
in the recurrent persecutions. What is more, Constantine and Helena had brought many of the souvenirs
of their Palestinian pilgrimages to Rome and enshrined
them in magnificent basilicas, one of the best known
being the sacred steps supposed to have been walked
on by Christ himself as he went up into Pilate's
palace for his trial. These steps were installed
in a special chapel-like building near the Basilica
of St. John Lateran. The allure of the catacombs,
including one which claimed to be the location where
the bodies of Peter and Paul were tended before
burial, was also a compelling attraction, as it
remains to this day. Not only were sacred monuments and historic locations available for devout
sight-seers, but the presence in Rome of the current
rulers of the Church -- cardinals and monastic
superiors and, of course, the Supreme Pontiff himself -- gave the city an intense interest for the
faithful. By 800, the Frankish king, Charlemagne,
had taken Rome under his protection, and it proved
a magnet for pilgrims who found Jerusalem too perilous.
Jerusalem and Rome share a kind of inevitability as pilgrimage -centers which does not
need elaboration. The third most popular Christian
shrine and pilgrimage center does not possess any
such inevitability, however, and we may wonder how
a remote town in the north-western corner of the
Iberian peninsula, namely Santiago de Compostela,
ever came to rival the land of Christ's birth and
the capital city of the Christian Church as a center
for pious tourism. The story is surpris~ng, indeed well-nigh incredible, and,is a te~t1m~ny to
the zeal which religious devot1on can 1nsp1re and
the stubbornness with which piety can resist reason
and logic. Some years ago, the story was written
by Sir Thomas Kendrick, who, from 1950 to 1959,
had been Director of the Briti~h Museum. He was
inspired to set it down when, ~n the.c~urse of
some studies in the history of scept1c1sm about
ancient legends and traditions~ he came ac~o~s d
an account of the cult of sant~ago·t Hedhathe ~~~
.
h 1 rly interes an
the focus for h1S sc 0 ~ S 'n is a delight with
suIting book St. James 1n pa1
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some of the excitement of a detective story.
What Sir Thomas calls the "Santiago Creed"
consists of four beliefs about St. James the Greater
who is the patron saint of Spain. They are:
'
1. That he came to Spain and preached
Christianity there, traveling from the Holy Land
soon after Pentecost, landing in Andalucia in the
south, but concentrating his missionary efforts in
the north-west, being responsible for the establishment of bishoprics in three cities of that region;
2. That at the conclusion of this labor,
he traveled eastward, perhaps in order to take a ship
for a return to Palestine, and on the banks of the
River Ebro, at what is now the city of Zaragoza,
was vouchsafed a vision of the Virgin Mary, at that
time still, of course, alive and well in the Holy
Land, who took her position on top of a marble
pillar carried by some accomodating angels, and
from that vantage point addressed St. James, promising
him that if he built a church in her honor on that
spot, that there would never cease to be Christians
in the city there. The church was built and is
known as the Church- of our Lady of the Pillar -hence the popular name for Spanish ~irls, pilar1
3. That St. James soon returned to
Palestine, where, as the book of Acts records, he
was put to death by Herod Agrippa, but h~s b~dy
was returned by loving followers and bur~ed ~n
Galicia in north-west Spain on a spot now known
as Santiago de Compostela;
4. That in the ninth century ., St. James
made a miraculous appearance at the battle of Clavijo
and helped the Spaniards to win a decisive victory
over the Moors.
The attraction of this creed is that while
it is inherently improbable -- and has in the ye: ars
since the 16th century often been called so -- ~t
cannot easily be disproved • . More important than
that, the Santiago Creed served an important purpose in rallying the Christian Spaniards to resist
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the,Moorish interlopers and reassured them that
the1r
cause was bound 't 0 preva1l
' -- as 1ndeed
,
"
it
~1nall~ d1d after more than five centuries of
1nterm1ttent warfare. No one seemed to care that
~~~e~~o=b~~tt~~ A~ts 0 th7 Apos7les is absolutely
,
. ames s s1de-tr1p between the
f1rst Pentecost,and the time of his martyrdom -_ a
span ~f about f1ve or six years, that Paul, who
says 1n the Epistle to the Romans, that he never
went to preach where anyone had preceded him add s
later,on that he intends 'to make a trip to S;ain'
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and f1nally that early Spanish Christian literat~re
up to the seventh century never said a word about
St. ~~es ever being in Spain. In fact, most
SUSP1C10US of all is the fact that about the end
of ~he seventh century a Spanish scholar, St.
J~l1an of Toledo, wrote a book about the converS10n of the Jews to Christianity, noting the part
that each apostle took in that pious -- though
not very productive -- campaign of evangelism and
yet he says nothing at all about St. James ev~r
moving outside of Jerusalem. And St. Julian was
the leading churchman of Spain and Archbishop of
Toledo! The miracle of the Virgin's appearance
on a pillar at Zaragoza is never hinted at for
more than 1200 years after it allegedly happened,
an oversight that is quite incredible. And the
tale of the trip that two disciples of James took
with his corpse all the whole length of the Mediterranean Sea, through the Straits of Gibralter
and up the Atlantic Coast, defies all imagination.
It was said to have taken seven days, but unless
they were able to enlist the services of the same
obliging angels who carried the Virgin's pillar
to Zaragoza, there is no way that could be right.
It would have had to take a month or two months
-- and perserving a corpse on board ship under
such primitive conditions would be a labor fit for
Hercules. Martyrs were normally buried near the
sitQ of their martyrdom ann. in ~ny case, accessible
to devout Christians who wished to visit and pray
at the grave. The patriotic Spanish martyro1ogist,
Prudentius, writing in the fourth century, complains
that it scarcely seems fair that Rome has so many
martyrs' graves and Spain does not have a single
one~
That such a diligent compiler of martyrs'
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burial locations should just happen to let the very
prominent one of an apostle of the Lord himself
slip his mind is beyond belief. In fact, Prudentius,
after a visit to Rome, made it his 'business to look
up and -list as many graves as he could get reports
on and found to his surprise that 'his early laments
were unjustified, and that there were martyrs' graves
aplenty in Spain -- but nowhere does he mention St.
James.
Sir Thomas sums it up this way: " • . • the
controversies about the Santiago Creed resolve themselves into a head-on conflict between those who
demand early references to the events to which it
refers and at least some sort of contemporary corroboration of them as historically probable happenings,
and those who are satisfied that such pedantic inquiries are not necessary, believin? that the.s~und
ness of medieval tradition and the 1nvulnerab111ty
of the miracles involved are sufficient to carry the
creed safely through all the hazards of the higher
criticism."
(page 33)
By the ninth century, however, the news
about St. James in Spain began to spread. About
814, a neighboring bishop near the Santiago site
heard rumors of a series of supernatural happenings.
A hermit declared that an angel had revealed to him
that the apostle James the Greater was buried in a
wood nearby, and neighbors reported that by day and
night a star of great brilliance shone over the spot
and that heavenly music could be heard from time
to time. When the bishop investigated and cleared
the site, it was found that not far beneath the
ground was a tiny chapel with an adjoining courtyard. Two skeletons were found in the courtyard
and underneath the chapel a third body was located.
The king, Alfonso II, was convinced by the bishop
that this was indeed the burial site of the saint
himself, and ordered a handsome church built to cover
Lhe chaI:>el Clnd p.conoum.:ed st. James to b e the honored
protector and patron of Spain from thenceforth.
Not long after, the battle of Clavijo took place,
and James was believed to have assumed his patron
role admirably, appearing in a vision to the
Christian warriors. In earlier versions of the
vision, he simply appeared and announced his support
of the Christian forces, but later embroiderers
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of the tale insisted he had been seen in the midst
of the ~ray on a white charger and that he alone was
respons7bl~ for destroying thousands upon 'thousands
of the 1nf1dels. Emblazoned on many Spanish churches
to this day are depictions of Santiago Matamoros
as he is called -- St. James the Moor-killer. So
grateful was the king who prevailed over the Moors
in this battle that he imposed a tax, called the
Voto de Santiago, on all Spanish land~owners, consisting of a fixed percent~ge of the first fruits
of their harvests, and this produce was to be de voted to the canons of the newly built church at
Santiago whe~e the saint was resting -- resting,
that is, except when he was out slaying Moors!
So the Santiago ,legend grew and flourished,
and the new shrine for pious tourists extended its
fame, especially throughout western Europe, rivaling
Rome itself. It is estimated that 2 million pilgrims
came to Santiago in the most successful years, wearing the di~tinctive dress of the heavy cape, the
eight-foot staff with gourd attached to carry water,
the stout sandals and broad-brimmed felt hat, turned
up in front and marked with three or four scallop
shells. The latter were the most distinctive symbol
of St. James, and were traced back to a knight who
fell into the river while fighting against the
Moors and emerged covered with cockle , shells.
The popularity of the pilgrimage has
left its mark on many a French street. Wherever
a "rue St. Jacques" is found, usually running out
of ,town ' toward the south, one is treading the pilgrim's way of the Middle Ages. The pilgrimage
has also left its mark on the royal court of the
English, known for years as the "Court of St. ,James"
because nearby on the Thames was the marsha1l1ng
place where pilgrims gathered , to be transpori ed t
by ship to the Spanish port of Coruna',the c oses
,
Indeed these tour1sts were
harbor to Sant1aCJo.
n beings apart ' fI: 0111 soldier~,
said to be the ' flrst numa on commercial business,
sailors or those trav~l~ngshiP from English ports;
ever to be transporte
Y
'ht justly claim.
the first cruise ships, one m1g France had a choice
Those who came overland ,through, 9 along the Atlantic
of two major routes -- one runn1n
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co~st,of norther~ Spain, a route '

avoided by the

ma]Or1ty because,the irregular coastline and the
canyons of th~ h1gh mountains 'which ran parallel
to the shorel1ne afforded too many opportu'nities
for pirates and bandits to prey upon the pilgrims
and escape into hiding. The more favoured route
lay ?n the southern side of the Cantabrian range,
pass1ng through Navarre, ,Leon and other cities and
towns, ,where monasteries, chapels and hostels ministered
to ' the needs of the devout as they made their way
to the apostle's ·shrine.
Santiago burst upon the tourist in a
blaze 6f glory. In one of the most splendid squares
in the world, the pilgrim stood in awe before the
elaborately Carved west facade, known as the Obraidoro
(liThe masterpiece of gold", referring to the warm
golden hue of the stone) surmounted by two matching
towers 250 feet high, rich in Baroque sculpture.
The Hostal de los Reyes Catolicos, an infirmary
for the care of the ailing pilgrims, built by
Ferdinan'd and Isabella, covers the entire north
side of the square. 'This handsome structure is
now one of the most comfortable and well-managed
of Spain's national chain of hotels. The town '
hall on the west side and a seminary for the training of priests on the south side complete the :
harmonious architectural complex. The main part
of the cathedra l building was done in the 12th
century. The original facade on the west side
was a glory of Romanesque sculpture, now enclosed
by the new front. This inner facade is appropriately
known as "EI Portico de Gloria", but its original
appearance with the statues brilliantly painted
in dazzling colors c~n now only be gue55ed at.
The rather austere nave and transepts
of the interior contrast with the glittering silver
and goid altar which covers the shrine of St. James
itself . The figure of the apostle occupies the
central position, and although the e1aborat~on of
precious stOnes ' and metals is not to everyone's
taste, the effect' is admittedly awesome and staggering. The' pilgrim makes his way down un~ern~ath
the altar, says his brief prayer~ to Wh1Ch ~s .
attached a plenary indulgence, k1sses the buts1de
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Of the tomb and so marks the climax of his
j ourney.
The highlight of th
.
holy
the feast day of St J
e year ~s, of course,
d
d
~
ames on July 25th. On that
ay an the succeed~ng week throngs of pilgrims
~f~~st~e c~~hedral in a great demonstration of reliSunda evo ~~n. When the 25th of July falls on a
D
y,.Sant1ago ?bserves a Holy Year; the Pilgrim's
t~~r ~~1Ch lead~ ~nto the ambulatory directly behind
a ar a~d g~ves access to the tomb is 0 ened'
~nd c~remon7es ~f special magnificence takePplac~.
,ne 0 Sant~ago s treasures is the great silver
1ncense pot or tJ:urible called the "Batafumeiro."
I~ stands over f1~e feet in height, and it requires
s~x men to carry ~t.
Its use is restricted to the
feas~ day on July 25th, but in the Holy Year it
cont7n~es to b 7 used throughout the succeeding week.
Trad~t~on ascr1bes this almost unmanageable gift
to the generosity of Louis XV of France. The king,
so the story goes, determined to go as a pilgrim
himself to Santiago. That meant, of course wearing the pilgrim garb, walking on foot and staying
in the very modest accomodations that the other
pilgrims occupied enroute and in Santiago itself.
Modern plumbing and sanitation, and certainly underarm deodorants, were unknown in the 18th century,
and it is said that when Louis entered the dormitory
assigned to pilgrims in Santiago, he fainted dead
away from the stench. H~S g~ft of a g~ant ~ncense
burner was presumably prompted as much by the
delicacy of the royal nose as it was by the pious
zeal of the royal heart. To see the incense burner
in use during the liturgy of the mass is an incredible experience which quite overwhelms all
the rest of the ceremonial and ritual of the
eucharistic celebration. It is reserved for the
end of the mass, and is heralded by six sturdy
men carrying the thurible on two poles who march
into the center of the crossing immediately before
the altar. The archbishop blesses the incense,
which in this case is put into the thurible with
shovels instead of the usual spoon. As the fragrant
smoke begins to rise, the massive Batafumeiro is
attached to pully ropes which reach from the roof
of the crossing some 150 or 200 feet above the
floor of the cathedral. With an ingenuity that
comes from years of practice and experience, three
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or four of the attendants hoist the smoking thurible
high up into the vaulting at the same time, giving
it a great push which starts it swinging back and
forth across the transepts. By manipulating the
ropes, this swinging of the thurible is accelerated
until it is soaring up almost to the ceiling and
then whizzing down over the heads of what by then
are somewhat apprehensive clergy and worshippers.
So popular is this great incense burner, however,
that at the Congress of Vienna in lSl5~ the French
were specifically commanded to return 1t to Compostela
from Paris to which Napoleon had carried it after
sacking Compostela in 1809. That Santiago still
remains a symbol of Spanish religious devotion
was attested to in 1976 (a Holy Year, since July
25th fell on Sunday) when the new King Juan Carlos
and Queen Sophia took up residence at the Hostal
de los Reyes Catolicos as a part of a tour of
northern Spain and were presented at the festival
of St. James. The Archbishop of Santiago, in his
sermon in which he addressed the king directly,
called for a generous amnesty for political prisoners,
which was greeted by an ovation from the congregation which packed the cathedral. One must have
sensed at that moment the continuing presence of
the patron saint of Spain.
For all the power of Santiago's symbolism,
however, there have been many questions raised
over the centuries about the traditional stories
and myths which have been employed to bolster that
symbolism. These objections were not altogether
i~tellectual and theoretical in nature; they were
dlrected partly against a tax of farm products
which was to be devoted to the Santiago Cathedral
which we mentioned above. So the controversy about
St. James in Spain took on what Sir Thomas Kendrick
called "a mercenary twist" and was not speculative
historical criticism only. The "Voto" was said
to date from the 10th century, when the king Ramiro
II, after a spectacular success in battle against
the Moors, came to Santiago for a solemn act of
thanksgiving and pledged an annual percentage of
the products of all his territories to the cathedral
chapter. As a matter of fact, noth~ng is ~eard of
this tax being collected or even be1ng cla1med as
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due until 200 years later.
Most of the earliest scepticism about "the
Santiago Creed" centered around this "Voto" tax, but
the question raised by this issue had farther-reaching
implications. The demand of the tax resisters was
for indisputable historical evidence from the Santiago
clergy's side; as Sir Thomas put it, the objectors
"were . . . rather dangerously interested in historical
and antiquarian research." Several versions of the
original document were brought forward, some of them
explicitly excluding one or another part of Spain
from the hated tax. During the 16th century, the
attacks mounted in vigor and historical challenge,
and the credibility of the Santiago cathedral chapter
was undoubtedly damaged by their unwillingness to
produce the original document for examination in
court. Discrepancies in dates and the opinion of
one prestigious historian that there never had been
any battle of Clavijo at all helped to create an
atmosphere of considerable doubt.
A devastating blow was the court's decision in 1592, fourteen years after the case had
begun, that the objections to the Voto were serious
enough to invalidate the cathedral's claims. The
objectors' chief historical witness expressed his
thanks to the surviving judges -- for several had
died in the course of the long trial -- for their
wise and thoughtful decision, to which the presiding
judge replied, "Render thanks to God, who had opened
our eyes to the truth." Santiago de Compostela was
clearly in some considerable trouble.
Worse was soon to follow. The Breviary
of the world-wide Catholic Church containing prayers
and Scripture readings for the church year with its
calendar of saints deserving honor, was due for
revision, and rumors spread that several cardinals
responsible for the revision, including the eminent
C~rdinal BQllarminc, doubted whe~her St. James had
ever been in Spain at all. Hysteria and panic
swept through the ranks of Santiago's defenders,
and Pope Clement VIII was besieged with protests,
pointing out how many of his predecessors in one
way or another had supported the creed of Santiago.
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The revised Breviary issued in 1602 did indeed
mention St. James' alleged visit to Spain but
insu~t~ngly eno~gh it spoke of this story'as "a
~rad1t10nal bel1ef of the Spanish Church." This
7nsult p:oduced a kind of back-lash which resulted
1n 1612 1n a reversal of the court decision about
t~e Voto ~ax of ten years earlier, but despite this
v1ctory, 1mportant challenges continued to plague
the Santiago story.
' It did not help that in 1627 Pope Urban

VIII declared St. Teresa of Avila, the vivid and

attractive Carmelite nun who was still remembered
by some Spaniards alive in that year, as co-patron
saint of Spain, watching over her countries affairs,
without -- as the papal decree tactfully put it - dimirtishing in any way the honor due to St. James.
The ensuing controversy had its entertaining aspects.
Defe-n ders of St. James pointed out how disturbing
this decision must be in the courts of heaven, since
no patron saint was now safe from an invasion into
his or her domain of some more glamorous upstart.
St. Teresa's supporters replied by citing Scripture
-- usually a heavy weapon in ecclesiastical disputes -- in this case Genesis 2, verse 18: "It
is not good that the man s-hould be alone. I will
make him an help meet for him." An alarmed canon
of Composte1a warned in a passionate sermon that
to set up such a competition between two patron
saints might result in both of them going on strike,
leaving the unhappy country with no patron saint
at all! The prudent pope was obliged by the bitterness of this controversy to issue an amended order
in 1630 which decreed that St. Teresa's title of
co-patron need be accepted only in areas of the
country where there was a desire to honor her in
that role.
In the meantime, Santiago's defenders
began stooping to ' the most seriously deplorable
tactics , including forgery and fraud and involving some very prominent ecclesiastics, among them
the Archbishop of Seville, Don Pedro de Castro,
who had previously, -in 1595, been Archbishop of
Gran~da.
He was later described by one sceptical
Engl~sh traveler of the early 19th century as a
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':relic-monomaniac, whose hODby was holy bones." As
1t turned out, he could exercise his hobby to his
heart's content in the Granada area. Eighteen
lead plates or books were finally unearthed by the
small army of archaeologists who, at the Archbishop's
prompting, swarmed over the Sacramonte, the hill
which the tourist in Granada visits these days for
the primary purpose of witnessing gypsy flamenco.
These lead plates were inscribed in Arabic and
Castilian Spanish -- in itself somewhat surprising
in a document which it was claimed was written in
the first century of the Christian era! Their importance for our story was their references to St.
James having been in the south of Spain as the
Santiago creed had claimed he was. One document
even purported to be an oratiori by the apostle
himself, and another was a book of instructions
on how to say Mass, allegedly dictated by St. James
to one of his followers. In addition to "these lead
books, a number of bones and incinerated remains
were found, the latter confidently identified as
having been the bodies of some of St. James' companions who had been early bishops in the area.
The excitement was intense, and the citizens of
Granada, encouraged by their relic-happy bishop,
set off fire-works, lit bonfires and organized
enthusiastic processions and festive dancing into
the small hours of the morning. A Granada historian
waxed eloquent in describing the documents recovered
from the Sacramonte: "0 illustrious collection
of book! 0 Library incomparably more famous than
that possessed by Ptolemy in Egypt, or by the
Vatican in Italy, or by the Escorial here in Spain. "
Alas, the reaction of the Vatican was discouragingly cool and cautious., In,September of 1597,
a papal brief forbade the publ~ca~~on o~ any o~ the
contents of the Archbishop's prec10us d1scover~es.
This had little effect on the enthu~iasm of the
Santiago supporters, and even the branding , o: the
lead books as forgeries by pope " Innocent XI 1n 1682
and their removal to Rome " from which they never
returned could not quite extinguish the flame of
devotion to the authenticity of St. James' early
visit to Spain. within a few years of ,the ,papal
denunciation, three self-styled eccles1ast~cal
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histo:ians, ,realizing the lead books needed (as they
c 7rta1nly d1d) some,bolstering up, announced the
d1scove:y of an anC1ent manuscript by a late fourthearly f~fth century Spanish Christian writer, which
expa~ded even further the claims for St. James' work
and 1nfluence in Spain, claiming that he had founded
no less than a dozen Spanish bishoprics and that
the Epistle of St. James in the New Testament had
originally been written to the Spanish Church.
Vigorous scepticism about this document, which Sir
Thomas describes as "more or less bogus , throughout
and not very clever," failed once again to dampen
popular enthusiasm. In fact, each discrediting of
archaeological discoveries and newly brought to
light documents was countered by even more digging
and (it must be said) even more outrageously and
incredibly forged manuscripts. At one point in
the Eighteenth Century, a group of devout forgers
were surprised in the middle of the night at their
work of deception, brought into court with the
incriminating evidence of half-completed "antiquities", and punished by confinement in their respective monasteries and by the destruction of all
their work.
The sobering fact is, however, that none
of this scepticism ever quite discredited the Santiago
creed and never permanently threatened the cult of
St. James in Spain. It is true that in the late
Eighteenth and early Nineteenth Century the sceptics
seemed to be making some modest impact. Pilgrims
to Santiago decreased sharply in numbers. Part
of the reason may, of course, have been the unfortunate fact that St. James's body had somehow
heen mislaid in 1719 in the confusion of an English
invasion of the port of La Coruna, only some thirty
or forty miles away from the shrine. It is understandably difficult to create intense enthusiasm
for a pilgrimage to a shrine whose saint is not, so
to speak, in residence at the time. More than ' a
century and a half later, however, in 1879, this
unfortunate and awkward situation was remedied when
the Archbishop announced the discovery of a most
promising coffin between the High Altar and the
wall of the ambulatory. It was a little upsetting
that the coffin, when opened, seemed to contain
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the remains of three persons, which made the question
of whose bones belonged to the real · St. James an '
urgent one, but some ingenious research finally
identified his bones and they were once again put .
back in their place unde~neath · the high altar where
they have remained to this day.
The debate, ' however, still went on. ' The
overwhelming prestige o'f one of the Roman Catholic
Church" s greatest modern Church historians, the Abbe
Duchesne, weighed in against the · Santiago creed's
historical credibility with careful words indeed: .
"In all that has been said about St . .James's Spanish
mission, the translation of his body and the discovery of his grave, there is only one solid . fact,
namely that there is a cult of St. James in Galicia.
This cult c.an be traced back to the first part of
the ninth century and is focussed on a tomb that
was at that time identified as the tomb of St.
James. Why was that identification made? We have
not the slightest idea. But ecclesiastical authority
supported it, and we must in kindness suppose with
good evidence -- at least in its own opinion." With
that model of a gentle debunking, the historical
case for St. James in Spain can fittingly come to
its close.
But in a great many matters that deeply _
concern human beings, the voice of dispassionate
reas~n by no means has the last word.
The English
tour~st from whom we heard earlier saw 'this clearly.
"'!he ~hoenix of the ancients is no bad symbol of th~
v~tal~ty of super~titious frauds, which, .however
exploded for a time, rise up again from their ashes
As the inventive powers of man are limited, an old •
story comes round and round like the same tune -in
~fb~~re~tor5an." So pe~haps the historical accuracy
.
e . .. ames story J.S not very important one
~;b ;~ another -- except for those who until about
it
~~~ ~go, h ad to pay a special i tax becau~e of
•
J.S J.mportant is that the t
.
modern Spanish historians ha
. ' s ory, as several
an important part in ' Spanishv~,~oJ.nted . out, played
focus of a great national and J. e.a~ a symbol and
Sir Thomas paraphrases th'
~eIJ.g~ous struggle.
few apt sentences. "Sant: s pOhJ.z;t -of view in a
J.ago J.mself was there.
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fore in a sense created by the crusade he led. • •
He was a battle-cry, as Mohamet was a battle-cry.
Kings, clergy and people all had the same fighting
faith in ' him and were united under ,the strong command
of his glittering sword." There is ample evidence
that historical and scientific demonstratio~ can
neither create religious faith,nor destroY,1t.
We do not· need to go as far -af1e1d as Sant1ago
de Compostela to discover evidence for that; ~ccounts
of the success ' of all kinds of r~ally non~ensl9al
religious beliefs appear in our cont~mporary newspapers with fair regularity. often times one is
entitled to ask how much economic and monetary
motives playa part in such movements, as indeed
they played· a decisive part in the growth of Santiago's
cult. But that is . only part of the story,. As Sir
Thomas says, "the cult of Santiago • • • must be regarded as a consequence of the vital will to resist
posses.sed by the Spanish people and of their unbreakable determination to recover their country
from the Moors."
. Having·· said all this, one must pay tribute
to the deep-seated devotion to truth which led
equally stedfast Christians to continue to ask
unpopular and disturbing questions because their
instinctive honesty compelled them to. The sceptics
are themselves in most cases sons of the faith -faith not only in the church, but tn truth and .its
claims, which is not se1dom .a part of a faith in
the God of all truth and all real! ty. Erasmus f.. .
the Dutch humanist who poured such scorn on the
credulity' and -superstition on many church people
in the 16th century in which he lived, was, in
his own mind, a religious reforme~ · not the Church's
enemy. He could say that there were so many shinbones ' of St. Ann on view in Europe's churches that
she must have been a centipede, .but he could say,
also, as he did in the closing lines of his famous
Enchiridion' 'o r the Handbook of the Christian . Soldier:
III' pray that Jesus will prosper your undertaking • . .
that he may ~ncrease and perfect his gift in transforming you, to the end that you may quickly grow
great in him, and may hasten to perfect manhood,"
This kind of cultivated Christian humanism, seek-
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ing to honor God in the pursuit of truth and the
removal of superstition which deforms and discredits
the Gospel -- this too has revived and renewed the
Church as much and as significantly as pilgrimages
to Santiago.
Nevertheless, there is an irresistible
thrill of excitement in walking where devout pilgrims
have walked and in joining in worship in a spot
hallowed for centuries by the passionate Christian
devotion of a proud national tradition. It is not
rendered meaningless just by a certain devout scepticism about the historicity of it all, for the religious tradition of Santiago includes the summary
of the Law of God which enjoins us to worship "with
all thy mind," and even the undeniable spell of
Compos tela cannot nullify the Biblical tradition
that wisdom -- not credulity -- is a divine quality
and a divine gift. As some saint of the past put
it, "Seek the truth, come whence it may, cost what
it will." The story of Santiago de Compostela describes a struggle between a simple pious credulity
and the persistent scepticism of a cultivated intellectualism. The Church allows both these tendencies
in its life to contend together, each correcting
and reforming the other, and the lovely cathedral
square of Santiago takes on added interest as the
scene of some of the most dramatic contests in this
age-old encounter.

